Just as the name suggests, Color Crush Batiks are all about the color!

With prints that evoke water, movement, and energy, these batiks can be mixed with other collections of batiks, with prints, and used on their own. So if color is your passion, add this collection to your quilts, home decor, accessories and apparel.
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more pattern sizes and colorways available!

modafabrics.com
Ombres Full Width of Fabric Shown

4363 30
4363 34
4363 36
4363 38*
4363 35
4363 33*
4363 43*
4363 44*
4363 45*
4363 46*
4363 47*
4363 48*

<38 Prints  100% Premium Cotton
JRs, LCs & PPs include 38 skus plus two each of 4363-11, 14, 20 & 33.
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